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JavaScript & jQuery: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2014

	
		JavaScript lets you supercharge your HTML with animation, interactivity, and visual effects—but many web designers find the language hard to learn. This easy-to-read guide not only covers JavaScript basics, but also shows you how to save time and effort with the jQuery and jQuery UI libraries of prewritten JavaScript code....
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HTML5 iPhone Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create compelling web applications specifically tailored for distribution on iOS Safari. Work through real world examples with references, and in-depth discussions on the approach; including its benefits and drawbacks.


	"HTML5 iPhone Web Application Development" strives to teach all levels of developers, beginners and...
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Starting Out with C++: From Control Structures through Objects (6th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2008

	In Starting Out with C++: From Control Structures through Objects, 6/e Gaddis covers control structures, functions, arrays, and pointers before objects and classes. As with all Gaddis texts, clear and easy-to-read code listings, concise and practical real-world examples, and an abundance of exercises appear in every...
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Learning VBScript (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 1997

	
		With the advent of client-side scripting, it is possible to create programs that run on a user's browser in response to particular user actions, like passing the mouse over a hyperlink or clicking a standard HTML command button. By taking advantage of client-side scripts, web pages can be made more interactive, and programs that...
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Flash + After Effects, Second Edition: Add Broadcast Features to Your Flash DesignsFocal Press, 2010

	Flash Designers: push Flash to the next level with After Effects' robust toolset. CS5 delivers more complete integration of these two powerhouse applications-so you can expand your multimedia horizons. Flash + After Effects gives you a working understanding of the AE toolset and professional techniques that raise the design bar for...
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HTML5 Canvas CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The HTML5 canvas is revolutionizing graphics and visualizations on the Web. Powered
	by JavaScript, the HTML5 Canvas API enables web developers to create visualizations
	and animations right in the browser without Flash. Although the HTML5 Canvas is quickly
	becoming the standard for online graphics and interactivity, many developers fail...
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Learning Adobe Edge AnimatePackt Publishing, 2012


	Adobe Edge Animate is an all new tool from Adobe which seeks to enable the

	authoring of motion and interactive experiences through HTML5, CSS3, and

	JavaScript in a manner consistent with Creative Suite applications. Edge Animate

	is able to create such experiences at this time, due to advancements in browser

	technology and the...
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eLearning with Dreamweaver® MX: Building Online Learning ApplicationsPeachpit Press, 2002
Learn how to create compelling online learning applications with Dreamweaver MX. When designing online learning applications, concepts such as interactivity levels, user tracking, and audience level must be understood before a developer can start coding a single web page. eLearning with Dreamweaver MX:...
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Beginning React: Simplify your frontend development workflow and enhance the user experience of your applications with ReactPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Take your web applications to a whole new level with efficient, component-based UIs that deliver cutting-edge interactivity and performance.

	
		Key Features

		
			Elaborately explains basics before introducing advanced topics
	
			Explains creating and managing the state of components...
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HTML5 Game Development For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Create games with graphics that pop for the web and mobile devices!
	
		HTML5 is the tool game developers and designers have been eagerly awaiting. It simplifies the job of creating graphically rich, interactive games for the Internet and mobile devices, and this easy-to-use guide simplifies the learning curve. Illustrated in...
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Foundation Flash CS3 VideoFriends of Ed, 2008

	Video is one of the most exciting features on today's Internet, with widespread adoption being made possible by advances in bandwidth and software. But simply streaming video clips to Web users is only the tip of the iceberg! Flash CS3 offers a whole host of advanced video features, allowing you to create breathtaking user...
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Excel 2019 Power Programming with VBAJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	Maximize your Excel experience with VBA
	
		Excel 2019 Power Programming with VBA is fully updated to cover all the latest tools and tricks of Excel 2019. Encompassing an analysis of Excel application development and a complete introduction to Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), this comprehensive book presents all...
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